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Hadith number 1) 

The Messenger of Allah entered upon us while the people were raising their hands. The 

narrator Zubair said: I think( they were raising the hands) during prayer. He (the prophet) 

said: What is the matter, I see you raising your hands as if they are the tails of restive horses! 

Maintain tranquility during prayer. 

The words of Jabir Ibn Adbullah make clear that remaining calm in prayer is wajib and that 

raising hands in salah objects to this. If we were to accept that this hadith is specific to the 

time of salam (as is the claim of the shafis and Imam Nawawi in his sharh) and as supported 

by the other hadith and this is what imam muslim narrates from  
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Jabir b. Samura reported: When we said prayer with the Messenger of Allah (may peace be 

upon him), we pronounced: Peace be upon you and Mercy of Allah, peace be upon you and 

Mercy of Allah, and made gesture with the hand on both the sides. Upon this the Messenger 

of Allah (may peace be upon him said: What do you point out with your hands as if they are 

the tails of headstrong horses? This is enough for you that one should place one's hand on 

one's thigh and then pronounce salutation upon one's brother on the right side and then on the 

left. 

We say that the ahadith of Tamim Ibn Tarfa and Abdullah Ibn Qutayba are two separate 

hadith due to the fact tthat raising hands at the time of salam is not an action within salah 

hence saying remain calm in salah  does not denote this so understand this. 

Secondly, the context of the hadith of Ibn Tarfa denotes the hadith was when the salah was 

behind rasulullah and the hadith of Ibn Qutayba was an individualistic prayer so saying it is 

the same hadith would not be valid 

Shaykh Yaqoob mentions that raful yadain before salah does not come under this hadith as it 

is outside of the preposition fi. The takbeer of iftitah is a condition and not a rukn within; it is 

an exception to this hadith by consensus. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Answer to an objection of Imam Bukhari: 

Know that Imam Bukhari has discussed in his book Juz Raful yadain on page 19 that 

Abdullah Ibn Mubarak said I was praying with Abu hanifa and I raised my hands – he said to 

me – I am scared you will begin to fly. So I replied – if I don’t fly in the begging I wont fly in 

the next. Wakki narrated something similar 

Answer to this:  

There is no basis in this argument. Imam Abu Hanifa compared it to flying in the same way 

rasulullah compared it to the horses tails. The basis of imam abu hanifas claim is that there is 

no raising of hands within this place and it is neccesaey to leave it as is the intended meaning 

of this comparison. The takbeer of iftitah is an exception as we have said above – this is the 

answer we give to ibn Mubarak 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Tirmidhi relates from ibn Mubarak that there is no hadith of ibn masood proven that 

rasulullah did not do raful yadain except in the beginning.  

The answer to tthis is that the hadith is related to us through two different routes 

One which mentions rasulullah did it as narrated by tirmidhi abu Dawood nasai and abu bakr 

ibn abi shayba and ahmad and abu hanifa 

That  

وسلم عليه الله صلي الله رسول عن ذلك وياثر يعود لا ثم التكبير اول في يديه يرفع كان الله عبد ان  

Thaqt Abdullah would raise his hands and not do it again and this is whats mentioned from 

rasulullah 

مرة اول في الا يديه يرفع فلم فصلي الله رسول صلوة بكم اصلي الا  

And others narrate it with different wording 

Why don’t I see you praying the prayer of rasullulah, he would prayer and not raise his hands 

except in the initial moment 

And the other such ahadith are narrated directly marfooan from rasulullah as extracted by 

tahawi. Maybe the intention of the words of ibn Mubarak are that no words are proven 

directly from rasullah and that which is mentioned is merely narrated by meaning. However 

to reject it totally is afar thinking? How can this be the case when the difference of ibn 

mashood and his people in raful yadain is known by muhaditheen.  

Ibn daqiq al id mentiones regarding this hasith that the non verified report does not negate 

problems within 

Some mention aasim ibn kulayb. Who was thiqa as mentioned by ibn maeen and zaylai and I 

say he is from the people in sahih muslim who he has used in his saheeh and even bukhari 

narrates from taleeqan. And shuba also narrates freom him and he would only narrate from 

trustworthy sources as is known 

Ibn maeen and nasai say he is thiqa 

Abu hatim says he is salih 

Ajuri says I asked abu Dawood: asim ibn kulayb, whos son is he? He said ibn shihab, he is 

from the ibaad and he mentioned his virtues. 

And in another place he said he is from the most virtuous of those from kufa and ibn hibaan 

mentioned him from the trustworthy. 

Ibn shaheen says in his thiqat that ahmad ibn salih al misri that he is thiqa mamoon  



Ibn saad said he is trustworthy and can be relied on however he did not memorise a lot of 

narrations  

Look at tahzeeb al tahzeeb 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This is where the words of hakim can be analaysed as mentioned by zaylai from bayhaqi that 

he said – asim ibn kulayb did not derive a hadith which was authentic. Zaylai mentions that 

Ibn Daqiq Al Id said – the words of hakim that his words can not be authentic is not correct, 

as muslim has used him in the hadith of abu burdah from ali on the hadith of hadi and the 

hadith from ali  

يليه والتي هذه في خاتمي اجعل ان الله رسول انينه  

And the conditions of authentication does not rquire narrating from every single just 

individual. And he himself (hakim) uses the same principle in his mustadark and mentions 

that this is on the condition of shaykhayn and if he was to say that there was a defect only 

with this particular hadith then that is not an issue, otherwise his motive is corrupted and his 

full book mustadark also 

 



And what is mentioned by munziri that ibn Mubarak said  abdurahman did not hear from 

alqama 

We answer by saying this is not a authentic statement and is from an uknown individual. Also 

we follow up by saying we cant find these exact words.and ibn abi hatim has not mentioned 

this in his maraseel however only in his jarh wa tadeel  h ementions that abdurah,an ibn 

aswad came into the house of aisha whilst he was young and he did not hear from her and he 

narrates from his father and alqama and he did not say that this ahdith is mursal 

And ibn hibaan mentions this in his book thiqat that he passed at the age of 99 and his age 

was that of Ibrahim nakhai. So if he was the same age as nakhai what was to stop him from 

hearing from alqama and there is agreement of alqama hearing from nakhai. And all this has 

been made cleae by hafiz abu bakr al khadeeb in his book al mutafiq wal muftaraq that he 

heard from his dad and alqama 

 

 

And what is mentioned in the riwaya that rasulullah raised his hands in the first takbeer and 

did not return and another marfoo riwaya that he didn’t reutn so we say the words lam yaud 

or lam yaudu are not mahfooz as ibn qataan says in his book wahm and iyhaam and tirmidhi 

mentions from ibn Mubarak that he said that the hadith of wakii is not authentic  

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

And it is narrated from Sufyan from asim ibn kulayb when mentioning the ahdith with the 

text and chain afterwhich he mentions that imam ahmad ibn hanbal said from yahya ibn adam 

that I looked in the book of Abdullah ibn idris from asim ibn kulayb and the words thumma 

lam yaud were not there and this is true. This is because the book is more protected according 

to the people of knowledge as a person may narrate something and then return to his book so 

it becomes as what is in the book  

Answer: as for what is mentioned that the book is more important to ahle ilm than the book; 

then we should completely change sahih muslim because he had many errors and 

obfuscatitons within his book and then he rectified and authenticated them from his memory. 

If the words thumma lam yayud were possibly not in the book due to the mistakes and errors 

of the writer  

And sufyaan thawri is an imam thiqa faqeeh abid and a hujja  

And although Abdullah ibn Idrees is trustowrhy faqeeh and a baid hwoever he is not an imam 

according to them and it Is strange that some of the muhaditheen that they believe sufyan to 



be more ahfaz than shuba in the issue of raising the voice in ameen and they disregard shuba 

صوته بهما خفض  despite him being ameerul mumineen in hadith 

And they also disregard the words of sufyaan for the book of ibn Idrees who is of a lower 

level than him and the book has many possibilities of errors – this is nothing but a clear error 

Nasai also derives from suwayd from Abdullah ibn Mubarak from sufyan  

يعد لم ثم مرة اول يديه  فرفع  

And the sanad of this is saheeh 

As for ibn aqtaans criticism of this only being from wakii; this has is not individualised from 

him however also from ibn Mubarak who is from the people of thawri 

And abu hanifa also narrates this from another means  

ذلك من شي الي يعود لم ثم  

He did not return to anything from this 

If the words are not proven for arguemetns sake then what about the other riwayat 

This is supported with the other riwayat 

Tirmidhi -  

مرة اول في الا يديه يرفع فلم  

Ibn abi shayba 

يرفهما لا ثم يففتح ما اول في يديه يرفع كان انه  

مرة الا يديه يرفع فلم  

 And ahmad 

مرة الا يديه يرفع فلم  

And abu Dawood from uthman ibn abi shayba from wakii with this wording then he said 

واحدة مرة بعضهم وقال مرة اول في يديه فرفع  

As mentioned in the text 

There is no disagreement the meaning remains the same despite of any wording.  

So we have answered from zaylai the criticism of hatim and bukhari from sufyan and ibn 

qataans criticisms of wakkii  

 

 

Allama hashim madsani saus in kashf al rayn al masalatil raful yadain that the isnad of nasai 

is on the conditions of bukhari and muslim as mentioned in taleeq of tahwi and some raise the 

criticism that suwayd has not been used as a narrator in the two saheehs as mentioned in 

tahzeeb  



Aby sad al samaani mentions in ansaab that bukhari muslim and nasai are mentions in this as 

abu saad has mentioned. And we say the same as above that narrating from every adl is not a 

condition 

 

 

It is narrated from aswad that he said I saw umar ibn khatab raising his hands in takbeeer and 

then not doing it again. This has been narrated by tahawi  and he said this hadith is hasan 

sahih  aqnd in diraya that the men mentioned are thiqa. 

It is narrated from yahya ibn adam from hasan bin ayash from abdulmalik ibn abjar from 

zubayur ibn adi from Ibrahim from aswad that I was praying with umar ra and he did not 

raise his hands in salah apart from the begginigng and I saw shuba Ibrahim and abu ishaq 

they did not raise except for the beginning of salah. Ibn shayba relates this in his musanad 

and the sanad is saheeh on the condition of muslim 

Tahawi says this is proven from ibn umar as mentioned in jawhar al naqi and he said hasan 

bin ayash is trustworethy and a proog and this is mentioned from yahya ibn maeen and others 

This hadith is conflicted by what is mentioned by bayhaqi in jawhyar an naqi from shuba 

from hakm that he saw tawuss doing takbeer and then reaising his hands up to his shoulders 

in rukoo and when raising his head from rukoo so he asked someone from his group  and he 

mentioned the hadith from umar from ibn umar and said abu Abdullah that both of tthese 

hadiths are mahfooz  

The one from ibn umar from umar from the prophet and the one direcrly from ibn umar from 

the prophet and ibn umar saw his father and rasul both do raful yadain  

We saw as narrated by adam and ibn abdul jabaar al marwaxi from shuba that they had 

problems in them. And as for the mahfooz riwaya from ibn umar this returns to majhool and 

the man from the people of tawuss narrated a hukm not a hadith – if he was to narrate a 

hadith then he would have mentioned another chain from umar – this is  majhool and cannot 

be used as proof. 

It is in the ilal of khilal from ahmad ibn athram that I asked abu Abdullah about this hadith 

and he said who said this from shuba – he replied adam al asqalani he said he is laysa bishay 



(nothing) and it is in khilafiyat of bayhaqi that Muhammad ibn jaaafar al ghandar narrate 

ffrom shuba that nothing in the sanad is mentioned from umar and it is proven that the riwaya 

of raful yadain from umar is not authentic and only the leaving of it is proven as mentioned 

by tahawi and this is in taleqq al hasan  

Hakim mentions that the riwaya of aswad from umar is a shaaz riwaya and is not authentic It 

is asked hwo? When everyone is trustwoerehy and tahawi has made it authentic and nobody 

else has opposed it  

and what is supposedly mentioned from thawri from Zubair ibn adi that he did not mention 

lam yud is not proven and is zaeef jiddan The raf mentioned in the hadith of sufyan and hasan 

ibn ayash in the places of raf does not conflict the hadith which talk about leaving it as both 

are provcen. 

Another thing which conflicts is what is mentioned by bayhaqi as mentioned by zaylai from 

rushdayn ibn saeed from Muhammad ibn sahym from saeed ibn musaaayb thast I saw umar 

ibn khattab raise his hands up to his sholulders when beginning salah and when doing rukoo 

and when raising his hands from rukoo 

And in this is those who say it is weak  

We reply that rashdeen is mutaklim fee as mentioned and zaylai indicates towards this also as 

the hadith of aswad is more authentic and stronger and Muhammad ibn saham is not found in 

his mentions and the rest of the sanad is not mentiuoned and this hadith is not relied upon 

even imam bukhari agrees in juz raful yadain 

Bukhari mentions that umar ra is one of the sabata ashara ashab who did raful yadain taleeqan 

and he didn’t present a sanad and this has no authenticity. And when he mentions kazalika 

yurwi this indicates to its weakenss and there is no proof in this after what has been made 

clear about leavin raful yadaian and the chain is saheeh and all the men are thiqa 

 

 



it is narrated from aasim ibn kulayb from his father that ali ra used to raise his hands in the 

first takbeer in salah and then would not raise it afrer (as mentioned by tahawi). Zaylai says 

this narration is saheeh and in diraya it is mentioned that the men are all trustworthy and also 

in taleequl hasan. And ayni mentions in umdatul qari that the isnad of the hadith of aasim ibn 

kulayb is saheeh on the conditions of muslim. 

 

there is a contention raised due to what is narrated in bahyaqi as mentioned in jawharun naqi 

that the hadith of ibn abi zanad freom musa ibn uaqaba from adbulloah ibn fadhl from 

abdurahman ibn aaraj from ubaydullah from ibn abi rafi from ali that he would raise his 

hands at the time of rukoo and when standing from the two sajdas 

we say from ibn abi zanad who is abdurahman and ibn hanbal says that he is mudtarbul 

hadith and abu hatim says he cannot be relied upon. Amar ibn ali said ibn mahdi left him and 

there is another addition to this hadith and that is for the raf from qiyam in the both sajdas  so 

it is necessary for those who attest to this hadith; to also apply this part which shafis don’t do. 

And also bayhaqi narrates this which has passed in the baab of iftitah of salah after takbeer 

and mentions the riwaya of ibn jurayj from ibn uqbah with this sanad ands there is nothing 

mentioned of rafa in rukoo and rafa in it – and there is no connection between ibn jurayj and 

ibn abi zanad. And bayhaqis sanad in this is the same as muslim in the hadith of majishoon – 

and there is no mention in this eaither of rafa in rukoo or after 

So we understand that the hadith of ibn abi zanad is shaaz as it opposes someone who is thiqa 

and it has an addition which is not in the other and if it was merely mukhtalfi fee and has 

ikhtilaf in it then there would be no problem however this would be if it didn’t conflict 

something mote stronger than it and this is not the case here. For the hadith of aasim ibn 

kulayb from his dad from ali opposes this and it is stronger and more authentic and is on the 

condition of muslim and it is in jawharan anaqi aswell that the aforementioned words are as 

tahawi mentions: that this has been made authentic from ali about him leaving radul yadain 

apart from the intial takbeer so it was possible he did so after the demise of rasulullah after 

the verification of the abrogation of the hadith 



 

This hadith of mujahid seems to be opposed with what has been narrated by bukhari in his 

saheeh from nafii that IBN umar when he would enter for salah he would raise his hands and 

when he would say sami allahu liman hamida he would raise his hands and when rising from 

both rakas he would raise his hands – fathul bari mentions ibn umar wopuld do the same 

And ibn hajar raised the objection to the hadith of mujahid presented and says that there is a 

defect within the chain due to abu bakr ibn ayash being baad memory – and on the basis of 

authenitvation, saalim and nafi and others have been proven from him and the greater number 

is better and the possibility of combining two separate reports is possible – and this is that he 

did not consider it waajib as he would do it sometimes and leave it sometimes 

(aforementioned page) 

We say = it does not harm us that abu bakr ibn ayash was of bad meomory with others as for 

what is mentioned by ibn adi that he abu bakr was a famous kufi who would narrate from the 

most majestic of people – he would within all his riwayat narrates from such a rawi and that 

is not a problem. And that is because I have enot found a  single munkar hadith form when he 

would narrate from someone thiqa unless it wwas from someone who was daeef. As 

mentioned in tahzeebul tahzeeb and this particular hadith is from someone who is thiqa 

according to him. Ahmad ibn yunus would narrate from him and he is from the thiqa and 

even bukhari relied upon him from the way of ahmad ibn yunus in kitabul tafseer in his book 

al bukarhi. (Bukhari would not rely upon a hadith which had a changed ending, unless it was 

freom a means of a person who heard it before the ikhtilat and mixing as is known in the 

conditions of his saheeh). 



 

When a mujtahid uses a hadith for proof it becomes sahih accordsing to him  

Allama Zaheer metnions in taleequl al ahsan – and the hadith of mujahid – this has been 

agrred upon by abdul Azeez ibn hakeem from muhasmmad ibn hassan in his muwatta. It has 

been reported from Muhammad ibn abaan from salib from abdul Azeez from hakeem that – I 

saw ibn umar raising his hands up to his shoulders in the first takbeer at the beginning og 

dalah and he did not raise it afterthis  - and it has been reported that Muhammad ibn abaan – 

even if he is weak however he is not someone who lies – so he wrote the ahadith and relied 

upon the hadith of mujahid on the basis that Muhammad ibn hasan is a strong thiqa imam 

according to us. And therefore this hadith has been mentioned on the basis of ihtijajaj. And 

when a mujtahid uses a hadith as proof it becomes saheeh for him as mentioned in tahrir and 

others anad as mentioned in radul mukhtar 

Husayn Ibn AbdurRahman AlSalami 

And the hadith of mujahid as narrated by tahawi through ibn abi Dawood that ahmad ibn 

yunus narrated that abu bakr ibn ayash from husayn from mujahid has been mentioned and 

from Ibrahim from ibn abi Dawood the shaykh of tahawi is thiqa as mentioned – and the rest 

of his people were people of the jamaat. And Husain he was ibn abdur Rahman abu  huzayl 

as slamai – as mentioned by zahabi in tazkiratul huffaz. He says he was thiqa hujja hafiz and 

has a high sanad. Ahmad says he was thiqa mamoon from the biggest of the people of hadith. 

He has also mentioned him in mizaan and said – he mentioned him in kitaabul duafa of 

bukhari and ibn adi and uqayli and this is why I mentioned this – otherwise he is thiqa 

As for what ibn hajar mentioned of many riwayat proving the opposite and being proben and 

better – our answer to this is that compromising can be understood from the two ahadith due 

to the fact of raising his hands was prossibly when his knowledge fo the abrogation was not 

present – then he left it once he knew of it. So it is not jaaiz or permissible to disregard one 

hadith over the other. And vertification of this, although not as strong as a nafi (negation 

report of him leaving this os enough although not compelte. Although there is no daleel fo the 

nafi from ibn umar – mujahid would strive to complete all the actions even in saii – as is 

knoiwn he was praying behind hi,. So his actions were enough., 

 



And what has been mentioned by bukhari in his book raful yadain – from humaydi from 

waleed ibn muslim who said – I heard from Zayd Ibn Waqid narrate from nafi that ibn umar 

saw a man prauing and he did not raise his hands when going into rukoo and when raising so 

he thrw rocks at him. This is taken upon the the idea that leaving raf is wajib as it is a bidah 

and otherwise his position has been proben that he did not raise his hands before or after 

rukoo – and this is saheeh from abu  bakr. Umar as mentioned in the matn. And allamah 

turkmani mentions in jawharan naqi – that he has not found any mention  of uthman in such a 

sentence in which raful yadain is mentioned in rukoo or rafa. So how can it be possible that 

ibn umar would throw stones at a person who is actin upon the actions of the khulafa 

Also golden chain – malik amal ahlke madina 

Next 

 

Wakii narrates from msaar from abi maashar (I think is ziyaad bin Kulayb al tameemi) from 

Ibrahim from adbullah – that when I used to raise my hands in the first when begginging then 

I didn’t raise them – narrated from ibn abi shayba and the sanad is saheeh as mentioned in 

jawharun naqi and Ibrahim did not hear from ibn masood – however did narrate except it was 

a conncected mursal chain and after the authencitcity was made and the riwayat of ibn 

masood are tawatur from him.  

الافتتاح غير في يرفعون لا كذالك كانوا علي اصحاب لان بعد يرفع لا ثم تكبيرة اول في يرفع كان انه علي  

As for Muhammad Ibn Jabir – it is mentioned in Jawhar al Naqi then reported (Bayhaqi) from 

daruqutni that: Muhammad ibn jabir would isolate narrations and he was weak and apart from 

hamad narrating mursal from Ibrahim from Abdullah not marfoo from nabi 



We say as mentioned by ibn adi that Ishaq (Ibn Abi Israeel) was higher in virtue than 

Muhammad ibn jabir on the jamaat of his shuookh who were higher in virtue and more 

trusted. And many of the greats would narerate from him suhch has ayub and ibn awn and 

hisham ibn hasan and sufyan thawi ibn uyayana shuba and more. And if he wasn’t such a 

great person then no one of this calibre would narrate from him and they would oppose him 

in ahadith. They would even write hisd hadith. Falaas says – he is sudooq and ibn hibaan put 

him in thiqaat. And hamad ibn abi sulayman (who is shaykhul imam) a jamaat would narrate 

from him apart from bukhari and yahya al qattan also rregarded him as trustworthy and 

ahmad ibn Abdullah al ajali, shuba said he was sudooqul lisaan.  

 

Prenotes: I say that this ibarat is naqis. It is mentioned in tahzeeb al tahzeeb and umar ibn ali 

says about falas – he is sudooq and katheer wahm and matrook of hadith. Ibn hibaan says he 

was a blind person who would mix in his books that which was not hadith – and would steal 

from what was mentioned and narrate from it. So what is the point in regarding him as 

sudooq and claiming he is trustworthy from these words? From thid Muhammad ibn jabir is 

mutakalim fi and some have said he is thiqa whilst others have said he is weak. However he 

does not leave the realm of being rlied upon – as for the hadith mentioned this is sahih.  

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Hadith – it is narrated from waki and abu usman from shuba that abi ishaq said – the people 

of Abdullah (Ibn masood) and his companions would not raise their hands apart from the 

beginning of salah. And wakii mentions – they would not return. (their hands) . narrated by 

abu bakr ibn abi shayba in his musanaf anf the isnad is saheeh jaleel   

 

 

And it is mentioned in mizan al itiadal and that Muhammad ibn jabir is from the aima and a 

hafiz. And as for what daruqtuni mentioned of criticism is not true as his maraseel are 

authentic as understood several times.  

It is mentioned in tahzeebul tahzeeb from ibn abi hatim from Muhammad ibn yahyaq that he 

heard abu waleed saying we used to oppress Muhammad ibn Jabir with our rejection of his 

hadith – zuhali said there is no problem with him. And in taqreeb – abu hatim prefers him 

over ali ibn luhaya and it is known that ibn luhaya was hasunul hadith and muuhammad ibn 

jabir was not less than to be considered hasnul hadith. And shuba would not narrate unless 

someone was thiqa so therefore he must be also. Maybe because he would not only narrate 

from those who where thjiqa and his shutyookkh wee all of a high level, 

Hadith – from Muhammad ibn jabir from hamad ibn abi sulayman from Ibrahim from alqama 

from ibn masood – I used to pray behind rasulullah and abu bakr and umar and they would 

not raise their hands ecvept for the beginning of salah. Derived by bayhaqi and the isnad is 

good as in jawharun naqi 

 

Tawtheeq of hamaad – shaykhul islam  

And hamaad ibn abi sulayman – as mentioened by zahabi in mizaan  

Takalama fihi for being murjia 



However ibn adi says he is thiqa katheer riwyaa, he has a frw gharaib hwoever he is 

mutamasik and la basa bihi 

There are others that talk more lenient of him and like him better and say he is thiqa Jaleel 

 

This hadith is conflicted with thtat which is narrated from bayhaqi in his usnnan that abu 

Abdullah narrates (Haakim) that abu Abdullah Muhammad ibn Abdullah what he wrote in his 

book that abu ismaleel muihammad ibn Ismael as salmi wrote I used to prau behind numan 

Muhammad ibn fadhl and he would raise his hands in the beggiining and when going into 

rukoo and when raising his head from rukoo so I asked him about this and he said – I used to 

pray behind hamad bin zaud and he would raise his hands when beginning salah and when 

going into rukoo and when raising his head from rukoo, so I asked him about this and he said 

– I used to pray behind ayub al sakhtiani and he would raise his hands when beginning salah, 

and when going into rukoo and when raising his head from rukoo and he said the same about 

araa and ABDULLAH IBN \ubaie and abu bakr said it about rasulullaj ( bayhaqi narrates and 

all the people are thiqa as in talqqul hassan) 

Answer: we reply to this from a few ways, number 1 is that it is isolated by Abdullah  al 

saffaar and no one from ahle ilm would follow him and also he did not make clear whether he 

heard from Muhammad ibn ismaeel al salami. Rather he used the word qala and for this is the 

hukm of inqita as mentioned by ibn hjar in fathul baei. ….. 

In the same way bukhaei did not narrate unless the person was thiqa as mentioned in shifa as 

siqam of ibn taymiyyah. The foresayers of jarh wa tadeel from the ulama of hadith are of two 

types. There are those who did not narrate except from those who where thiqa like malik and 



shuba and yahya ibn saeed and abdurah,an ibn mahdi and ahmad ibn hanbal and like bukhari 

and others. And I say like muslim and nasai and abu Dawood and ibn khuzaima. And ibn 

qattan says abu Dawood would only narrate from those who were thiqa according to him as 

mentioned in nasbul raya and in mizaan khateeb Baghdadi mentions – abu waleed was not on 

this state according to as stated bvt abu bakr al baainaadi and sukra – rather he was from ahle 

sidq and nasai narrated from him. In mahma al zawaid- it is said the shuyookh of ahmad are 

all thiqa 

And hamad he was used by shuba – who would only narrate from thiqa. And in Kashif it is 

said he was thhiqa imam mujtahid kareeman jawaadan. Bukhari used him taleeqan in his 

saheeh – and in irshadurs sari hwe is said to be a shaykh of abu hanifa and a faqih of kufa as 

in the muqadima of tanseqqul nizaam 

And in there is abu numaan Muhammad ibn fadhl aarim as sadoosi and he is thiqa who 

changed towards there enfd. Ismaeel alsalami narrates from him  and he is not from the ashab 

of qudama 

We answer by saying that you don’t know when he narrated this; whether it was before the 

change or after. It is said in tahzeeb al tahzeeb that (Ibn Abi Hatim) that he asked his dad 

about him. So he said he is thiqa. And he said that he heard his dad say – aarim startin doin 

ikthilt towards the end of his life and his intelligence went, whoever heard from him before 

this period then his hadith is saheeh. And whoever wrote from him before this period of 40 

years and did nor hear from him after the ikhtilat. Wheoever heard from him before he was 

100, then this is fine.  

Nasai says he was from the thiqat before he did ikthialt. And ibn hibaan says he did ikhtilat 

towards the end of his age and he changed. He did not know who he was narrating from. So a 

lot of manakeer fell into his hadith. So refraining from his hadith is necessary and if we did 

not know about leaving this and not relying on him totally/. 

If we were to say as daruqutni mentions and as in tahzeeb al tahzeeb that he changed towards 

the end and there is nothing evident from after his ikhtilat as in munkar ahadith and he is 

thiqa. I say – he would oppose abu hatim and nasai and ibn hibaan – so the words of abu 

hatim that whoever hears from him after the ikhtilat is not sahih, and the words of nasai 

indicate threr is nothing remaining form after the ikhilat, and ibn hibaan makes clear that his 

hadith cannot be relied upon if you cant differentiate which from which. So the words of 

daruqutni wont suffice for us in this. As for what dhahabi has stated (ibn hibaan was nt able 

to find a munkar hadith from him, and our opinion is that of daruqutini that  

Not being able to navigate his narrations does not mean he was unable to differentiate – how? 

And ajuri saus from abi Dawood – that I was with arim and he would narrate from hamad 

from hashim from his dad that he asked aslumi about fasting in safr. And he said to him – 

hamza al aslumi said that arim said this and his aql had gone – so this matches the opinion of 

ibn hibaan that he changed so he coudlnt differentate from what he was narrating and it fell 

into the munkar ahadith as in thazeeb. So it is true that these hadith cannolt be relied upon 

and that hearing abu ismaeel asmaeel was before the ikhtialt, and this suffices with what 

bayhaqi has narrated from the tawtheqq of the rujaal and he did not judge its authenticity.  

 



 

 

it is 

narrated from Ibn abi Dawood that Naeem ibn hamad said that wakii said from dufyan from 

aasim ibn kulayb from abdurahman ibn aswad from alqama from Abdullah from nabi SAW 

tjat he wold raise his hands in the first takbeer and not return it 

It is narrated from Muhammad ibn numaan that he said from yahya ibn yahya from wakki 

from sufyan who narrated something similar ewith this sanad and both have been narrated by 

tahawi 

I say: Ibn abi Dawood is thiqa, and tahawi has authenticated his hadith. And this is the 

tradfition of umar ra and Naeem ibn hamad is from the people of the sahihayn and yahya also 

is thiqa and is a proven imam from shaykhayn as in taqreeb and Muhammad ibn numan is 

thiqa as mentioned also. 

And the remaining men in the sanad are thiqa from the rijaal of sahihayn apart from aasim he 

is from the people of muslim 



it is narrated from waki from sufyan from asim ibn kulayb from 

abdurahman ibn aswad from alqama from Abdullah that he said 

Did you not see the prayer of rasulullalh, he would olnly raise his hands once  

Narrated by ibn abi shayba in his musanaf (atharus sunnan) and the rijaal are all rijal of the 

sahihayn except aasim and he is from the people of muslim and ahmad also narrates this with 

the sanad from alqama – and he said – ibn masood said – should you not pray the prayer of 

rasulullah – so he prayed and he did not raise his hands except once. As mentioned in atharus 

sunan. And abu Dawood has extracted this and remained quiet about it.  

It is narrated from uthman bin abi shayba from wakii – the same hadith as ahmad in terms of 

sanad and matn – and then he said – it is narrated from hasan ibn ali from Muawiayh and 

khalid ibn umar and abu huzaifah said – with sufayn with the same sanad – that he said – that 

he raised his hands in the first time – and some say only once and they remained quiet about 

it 

 

It is narrated from Muhammad ibn abaan from saalih from abdul Azeez from hakeem who 

said – I saw ibn umar raising his hands up to his shouolders in the first takbeer of salah. And 

he did not raise it anywhere else. This has been narrated by imam Muhammad ibn hasan al 



shaybani in his muwata – all the men are thiqa except muhaammad ibn abaan. It is said in 

lisaan from nasai that he is a kufi and is not thiqa and ibn hibaan said he is zaeef and ahmad 

said he is not a liar and abu hatim said he asked his dad about him and he said – he is not 

strong, he would write ahadith and he was not relied upon. Bukhari says in his tareekh that 

there is discussion regarding his memory and he cant be relied upon as mentioned in taleeq of 

muwata. I sau he is salih in mutaabat and there is no problem as Muhammad ibn hasan does 

ijtihad with this and usis it as proof hence it is sahih as mentioned in the hashiya 

 

It is narrated from yaqub (Imam Abu Yusuf) Ibn Ibrahim that it was reported by husayn 

(thiqa, hujja hafiz alii isnad tazkiratul hufaaz deklo) ibn abdir Rahman who said – I entered 

with amar ibn mura to Ibrahim nakhai. And amar said – alqama son of wali al hadhrami 

reported to me from his father – that he was prayin with rasulullah and saw him rasise his 

hands when doing takbeer and when doing rafa. And Ibrahim said – I do not know if I saw 

rasulllualh praying on that particular day, and he memorised this from him and did not 

memorise from ibn masood and his people. And he did not hear this from anyone of them. He 

only would raise his hands in the beginning of salah when doing takbeer – as narrated by 

imam Muhammad in his muwatta and all the people are thiqa 

Ibrahim nakhai was from the kibaar of tabieen and mujtahiddeen who preferred the hadith of 

ibn masood to that of wail ibn hujr. And preffering the opinion of one sahabi to that of 

another is not degrading another allah-forbid! Rather abdulllah ibn masood has many great 

virtoues which specifically make him from the greatest of sahaba – so what mistake did 

Ibrahim nakhai make in preferrinh him 

There is nothing proven from the khulafa rashideen other than this.  

 



From Abu Hanifa – from Hamad from Ibrahim from Aswad – that Abdullah ibn masood RA 

used to raise his hands in the first takbeer and then would not return to it , and this has been 

probven from rasulullah. This has been derived from abu Muhammad al bukhari al hairthi 

from raja ibn abdillah al nahshali from shaqiq ibn Ibrahim (he is the balkhi Zahid) from abu 

hanifa. As in the jami masaneed of imam – the sanad of abu hanifa and his men are all 

trustworthy – and the riwaya of nazila are takalmum fee an explanatrion will be given below 

– but they remain salih in their approach 

Hafiz  Abu Muhammad Al Harirthi known as ustadh jami of musnad of imam abu hanifa 

And the hadith of abu hafnia which has been extracted by harithi in his musand and he is the 

imam hafiz abu Muhammad Abdullah ibn yaqib bin harith al harithi al bukhari also known as 

bi abdillah al ustahd- who hafiz abu abaas ibn uqdah and abu bakr ibn adam al kufiyan and 

abu bakr ibn aljaani and ahmad bin Muhammad ibn yaqub al kaaizi al Baghdadi and the 

general people of Bukhara have narrated from 

Khawarizimi says – whoewver mentions the musnad which has been compiled by imam abu 

hanifa – which is an ocean in the ilm of hadith and has encompassed many beauties of 

passages and texts as as mentioned in the jami masaneed of imam. And in fawaid al 

baheemiya from samaaani that he was katheerul hadith and he was a shaykh who has 

excessuive in hadith apart from being weak in riwayat and not relied upon in what hass been 

narrated.b and hakim says he is from the sahib e ajaaib and a person from thiqaat and he 

remains quiet about him 

And in lissan e mizaan = that he was excessibely used by abu Abdullah ibn munda. And he 

has many works. Khaleeli says – he is known from his teachers. He has a splendour based on 

this merit. He is however lenient and some do claim he is weak – however his hadith are 

good in general 

Shaqeeq Balkhi Tilmeez of Ustaadh 

Rajaa Ibn Abdillah Al Nahshali – and Shaqeeq al balkhi said in lisaan – he is from the main 

people of zuhd and and we cant put the claim of weakness on him 

The debate between abu hanifa and awzai in the masla of raful ayadain 

Harithi has mentioned in his musnad a srtoey of imam awzai which has been attributed with 

this particular hadith 

He said – it has been narrated to me from Muhammad ibn Ibrahim bin ziyad al razi from 

sulayman alshazkuni who said I heard sufyan ibn uyayna say – abu hanifa and auzai gathered 

in darul hanatayn in makka – awzai said to abu hanifa – what is the problem that you don’t 

raise your hands in salah in rukoo or in rafa – so abu hanifa said to him that because nothing 

is authenticated from rasulullah regarding this. Awzai said how can it not be proven? When 

zuhri has narrated to me from salim from his dad from rasulullah saw that he raised his hands 

when beginning salah, and when in rukoo and when cominh up – imsm sbu hsnifa said – and 

it has been narrated to me from hamad from Ibrahim from alaqama from aswad from 



Abdullah ibn masood that easullah would not raise his hands exept in the begggining of 

saalah.   

Awzai replied – I narrated to you from zuhri from salim from rasululllah and you said from 

hamad from Ibrahim. Abu hanifa replied hamad is more afqah than zuhri and Ibrahim is more 

afqah than salim and alqama does not have anyone aprt from ibn umar in fiqh – and if ibn 

umar had suhba he was from the virtuous suhba. And aswad has a lot of virtye – and 

Abdullah ibn masood has virtue in fiqh and in qiraat and the right of companionship from a 

young age with the prophet more so than Abdullah ibn umar – awzaii remained quiet as 

mentioned in jami masaneed al imam 

As for the men mentioned; they have takalum fi. As for harithi we have discussed him. And 

Muhammad ibn ziyad al tayalisi al razi is a muhadith jawaal from Ibrahim ibn musa al fara 

and yahya ibn maeen and from jaaabi and jaafar al khuldi. And his weakeness has been 

mentioned by sherwei -  who said he is takalmu fi and his understanding of ahadith was the 

most however as in lisan.  

And shaazkuwani was hafiz sulayman bin Dawood al munqair al bisri from the hufaaz apart 

from being waawin. Umar an naqid says – shawzakwani came to baghadad. And ahmad bin 

hanbal told him to come with us to sulayman so we can learn from him the criticism of rijaal. 

And imam ahmad says – I heard abu Abdullah say – the most knowledgeable of men from us 

was yahya ibn maeen and the one who had memorised the most abwab was sulayman al 

shawzkani – and we asked saalih bin Muhammad al jazura about shaazkwaani and he said – I 

have not seen someone more knowledanle than him except that he lies in hadith. As for ibn 

adi he says – I asked abdanabout him and he said allah forbid that he blags. Except that his 

kitab went and he would recite off memory. As mentioned in tazkiratul hufaaz 

So we say that although he many not be relied upon  in ahkam; miuhaditeen have 

acknowledged him in maghazi sayr and akhbaar 0 so there is no harm in relating this story as 



understood. Ibn humam says in fathul qadeer after mentioning this story that we prefer the 

tafaquh of those in the isnad and not the higher level of isnad and this is the correct position 

according to the hanafis. 

 

It is narrated from ibn abi Dawood who said – for us is ahmad ibn yunus who said abu bakr 

ibn ayash narrated and said – I have not seen a faqeeh who would do this and raise his hands 

apart from in takbeer ula./ - tahawi narrates this – the men are all saheeh apart from ibn abi 

Dawood (nevertheless who is thiqa) 

So we understand from this hadith that raful yadain was matrookul amal at the time of 

tabieen. As for abu bake ibn ayash he was from the kibaar of taba tabieen who narrated from 

thawri and others. And ahmad ibn hanbal says – I think his birth date was at 100ah. Him and 

harron rashed passed away in the same month 



And it is mentioned in the mudawana al kubra  - I do nor know raful yadayn in any thing in 

takbeer of salah, nor in raf,, not in khfd only in the beginning 

of salah you should raise your hands slowly. 

Ibn qasim says that raful yadain issue according to malik is weak except for takbeeratul 

ihram. And imam malik was from the greatest of the tabieen; so his virw of there not being 

raf apart from the beginning of salah is proof to this being matrook al aml in the time of the 

tabieen. The hadith is matrook ul amal and this is a sign of the abrogation. 

If it was said that malik mentioned raf in his muwatta and his mazhab and some people 

follow this. However hafiz has done done refutastion on this idea as a matter within the 

malkiki madhab does not demand on the ahkam on what has been narrated in the muwata or 

interpertated by some people in the maghrib and following a riwaya in the muwata – however 

the riwaya of ibn qasim is stronger and better and has been taken from the people of malik 

from his muwatta. 

And what has mentioned in the hadith of ibn ishaq by the takhreej of ibn abi shayba with an 

authentic chain and the people of Abdullah and people of ali usewd to raise their hands in the 

iftitah. And it is mentioned in jawharun naqi – that there are from the sahaba who made raf 

exclusive to ifitihah as mentioned. And aswell as this there is a group from the tabieen such 

as aswad and alqaman and Ibrahim and khuthayma and qays ibn abi hazim and shaabi and 

abu ishaq and others. This has all been narrated from ibn shaybah in his musanaf with a good 

chain. 

And thr riwayah of ibn qasim from malik that he did not raise hands except in the intial 

takbeeer. And abu umar ibn abdil bar says – and I do not raise them except for the beginning 

based upon the riwaya of ibn qasim. And it is in sharh muslim of qurtubi that this is the 

mashoor mazhab of malik and in the qawaaid of ibn rushd also  - that this is the maazhab of 

malik and and the amal of them;. And it is in bidayatul mujtahid – ‘that the people of kufa 

abu hanifa, sufyan thawri and the rest of the fuqaha that they did not raise their hand except 

in the intial takebeer only and this is the riwaya of ibn qasim from malik, and shafi and 

ahmad and abu ubayd and abu thowr and the jamhoor of ahle hadith and the zahiris to do raf 

in rukoo and when coming up – this is also narrated from malik except that according to them 

it was a fardh and according to malik it’s a sunna. And some of the ahlul hadith also mention 

raf indas sujood and coming up from it and some of them suffice on takbeeratul ihram only 



which is in line with the hadith of Abdullah bin masood and bara ibn aazim. And this is the 

mazhab of malik and what should be acted on.  

And this is in contradiction to what has been narrated by bukhari in regards to Abdullah ibn 

umar and this is what we have mentioned previously and this is what has been narrated by 

malik ibn huwayrtih. – that he saw nabi SAW raise his hands in salah and when going into 

eukoo and when raising his head from rukoo and when doing sajdah and when raising his 

head from sajda until his hands where in line with his earlbes – nasai has narrated and its 

sanad is saheeh 

Prenotes: this has been conflicted by what has been mentioned in fathul bari. Ibn abdil barr 

says – everyone who has narrated it being left follow the riwayat of ibn masood. And 

Muhammad ibn nasr al marwazi said – the ulama of misr are in agreement on this being 

prescribed apart from the people of kufa. And ibn abdil barr says – we have not seen anyone 

from the people of malik disregard it apart from ibn qasim. And we take the hadith of ibn 

umar and that is what has been narrated by ibn wahb and others from malik and tirmidhi has 

not narrated anything from malik apart from this, and khattabi says and qurtubi agrees with 

him in his understanding that this was the final opinion of malik and his companions and 

nothin remains for the malikis in terms of daleel of leaving it or holding on except for the 

opnion of ibn qasim. Nawawi says in his sharh of muslim – that abu hanifa says and his 

people and the jamaat from kufa that this is not mustahab except for the takbeer of ifitiah. 

And this is the most famous riwaya from malik 

 

Hafiz ibn hajar says in fathul bari – the strongest is what is agreed upon on the hadith of raf 

from sujood as mentioned by nasai from the riwaya of ibn abi aruba from qatada from nasr 

bin aasim from malik ibn huwayrith which has been mentioned and he said. – and saeed was 

not isolated in this matter. As humam and qatada from abi awana in his saheeh and people of 

qatada humam according to ahmad and abu awana and shuba and muaadh ibn hisham from 

nasai. There is no doubt that the addition of the raful yadain in sujood is authentic. And he 

has not narrated what has been mentioned by anas ra that rasulullah would do raful yadain in 

rukoo and sujood. As mentioned by abu yaala. Haythami says – the people in the chain are all 

saheeh as mentioned in majma al zawaid. And it is also from ibn umar – that rasulullah used 

to raise his hands in takbeer for rukoo, and at takbeer when going into sajdah. Tabarani has 

narrated this in his awsat and its sanad is saheeh 



And if we were to say – this contradicts what has been narrated by bukhari from ibn umar in 

his sahih marfooan that – he did not do this when doing sajda, neither when raising his head 

from sujood. We say that combining both reports is possible as the meaning could be when 

doing sajdah meaning the second sajdah and this is aided by the report of rasulullah not 

raising his hands between the two sajdahs as mentioned in taleequl hasan.  

And also what has been narrated by abu Hurairah when he said – I saw rasulullah raising his 

hands in salah up to his shoulders when doing the iftitiah of salah and when ggoing into 

rukoo and when doin sujood. (narrated by ibn majah) all the people in the chain are 

trustworthy apart from ismaeel ibn ayash who is sudooq. And what has been narrated by 

husayn ibn Abdirahman that we entered upon Ibrahim who was narrating to amar ibn mura 

who said we were prayin in the hadhrameen and alqama ibn wail reported to me from his 

father that – I saw rasulullah raising his hands when doing the iftitah of salah, and when 

doing rukoo and when doing sajdah. This hadith has been reported by daruqutni and its isnad 

is saheeh. And what has been narrated by yahya ibn abi ishaq who said I saw anaas ibn malik 

raising his hands between the two sajdas – this  has been narrated by bukhari in his book juz 

raful yadain and its isnad is sahih  

And the answers to this is that it is a proof for us as it is a proof on the shafis and others. As 

the jamhoor of them do not say there is a rafa for sujood and not a raf from it. And it is in 

bayhaqi that the hadith of ibn umar is an addition when standing from the rakaats too. And in 

the hadith of ali there is a raf when standing from the two sajdas, and bayhaqi relies upon 

both of these in proving his position. And that is raf from qiyam from the two rakaas and this 

is accepted and this is not the mazhab of shadi who says it is only raf from rukoo and raf from 

it. 

What is there answer tot hese riwayat? Their answer is the same as ours. Imam Ibn Humamm 

mentiomns and what has been mentioned in the ahdith of ali in tirmidhi that rasulullah when 

standing from a salah would raise his hands up to his shoulders and he would do this when 

intending qiraat ro going into rukoo and would do this when raising his head from rukoo .and 

he would not raise his hands in anything in salah whilst sitting and when standing from the 

two sajdahs he would also raise them. Tirmidhi says this is saheeh. And the rest is agreed to 

be mansookh and abrogated by consenus 

Know that the traditions from the comapnions are many in this regard. Scholars such as thawi 

have discussed this in detail., it is necessary to select and apply certain reiwayas over others 

to avoid conflict and contradiction. And we know of the abrogation. So what is the matter 

when jumhoor agree on leaving the raf  after sujood which has been proven through the 

ahadith. And it is also a means of sukoon in salah as discussed. 

This taqreer is good. It is also proven in usool when two traditions oppose we return to the 

actions of the sahaba and their actions. And if that differs then we return to qiyas.  

 



 

 

And if it was argued that the issue of raful yadain is mutawatir and is narrated from over 60 

sahaba as claimed by bukhari in his bookm, and hakim and abu qasim ibn munda narrated 

that the ashare mubasahra had this and abu fadhl al hafiz Iraqi also says that this has reached 

us from over 50 sahaba and suyuti also claims it to be from the mutawatir in his tadreeubul 

rawi. And names over 50 hadith regarding it. 

Zaylai says: the words of hakim are untrue as there is nothing good or sahih narrated to this 

matter and the claim of Iraqi of it reaching 50 sahhaba is also untrue and there is nothing 

authentic or no sahih chain to this effect and it is not sahih except for a few amongst them 

such as if the hadith of ibn umar was reuw, there is ikhtilaf as salim did raf and nafi didn’t 



and they both mention the actions of ibn umar. And even malik did not narrate raf from ruku 

in his muwata. 

Our answer: How can it be claimed that this is mutawatir when it has been proven to be a 

disregarded action from many great companions as well as the fuqaha from the tabieen. The 

people of ali and ibn masood did not do it and even been mentioned by abu bakr ibn ayash 

that he has never seen a faqeeh do so apart from iftitah. If we were to accept its tawatur, then 

we would say it has become mansookh and this is proven that the naskh for raful yadain does 

not at all remain in its complete form as mentioned that the shawafi disregard the one in 

sajda. 

In Nayl Ul Awtar, shawkani mentions that Iraqi has gathered those who narrate about raful 

yadain and the number reaches 50 – it is worthy of noting that all these 50 are about the 

takbeer of iftitah and the intial takbeer and not the ones in rukoo or those after. Understand 

this and don’t become from those who are unaware! 

And know that the hanafis also rely upon the leaving of raful yadain based on the hadith of 

ibn abaas – don’t raise your hands except for 6 occasions.  

They raise two objections with this. Number 1 – that the hadith is isolated on the part of ibn 

abi Layla and he has left relying on this. And number 2 – that the riwaya of wakki ibn jarrah 

on ibn abaas and ibn umar. Hakim says that waki is more of proven with all those who have 

narrated this hadith than ibn abi Layla. And number 3 – a riwaya of a jmaat from the tabieen 

with an authentic chain from Abdullah ibn umar and Abdullah ibn abaaas that both of them 

used to raise their hands in ruku and after raising their head from rukoo. And this is related to 

the prophet pbuh, 

 

 

 

And number 4: that shuba said – that no onne has heard hakam bin muqsim apart from 4 

ahadith. And this hadith is not from them.  

And number 5: that it is impossible for raful yadain only to be in 6 occasions to be true. As 

there are tawatur reports of them being in other occasions such as istisqaa. And it being raised 

in dua in salah and the instruction of it being raised in qunoot in witr and salatul subh. 

And the answer to the first objection is that ibn abi Layla was not isolated in this opnion. As 

tabarani has related in his muja, that ahmad bin shayb aby abdurahman anasai narrated that 

amar bin yazeeed abu yazeed alharmi reported from sayf bin ubaydullah reported to waraqah 

ibn ata bin saaib from saeed bin jubayr from ibn abaas that nabi said – verily prostration on 

the seven bodylimbs until he said: and raising the hands when seeing your house, and at safa 

and marwa and arafa. And when doing rami of the jimar and when standing for salah.  

All the men are thiqa except sayf ibn ubadyallah he is sudooq. As mentioned in taqreeb  

And bayhaqi has related through the transmission of shafi that saeed ibn salim narrated from 

ibn jurayj that he narrated from muqsim from ibn abaas that raising hands in salah ‘and he 

mentioned the same’ and made an addition of upon the dead. Ibn abi Layla and ajali has 



verified and tirmidhi has authenticated this hadith. In baab ma jaa mata yaqtau talbiya fil 

umrah 

And regarding the second. Bazzar mentioned in his musnad and narrated through abu kurayb 

Muhammad ibn alaa from abdurahamn ibn Muhammad al maharbi from ibn abi Layla frorm 

hakam from muqsim deom ibn abaas from naafi from ibn umar that rasullullah said – don’t 

raise your hands except for 6 occasions. 

In this chain is abdurahman ibn Muhammad al maharibi who is thiqa – bukhari and muslim 

use him in their saheehs and also the hadith is marfooh even if wakki considered it mawquf. 

The reason for this is as imam nawawi has mentioned in his muqadima of Minhaj and within 

his shharh of sahih muslim that – when a group of trustworthy individuals narrate a 

connected chain and some say it is mursal or some say mawquf or some say marfoo – it is 

correct based on what the researchers from the muhaditheen have said and based upon the 

opinion of the fuqaha and the people of usool, and as authenticated by khateeb al Baghdadi 

that the ruling of a mawsool or marfooh is the same despite of whoever in the chain is more 

ahfaz or akthar etc. due to the more trustworthy being accepted so wakii also mentioned it 

once as bukhari mentioned it taleeqan in his boojk also. Wakki said from ibn abi Layla ferom 

hakam from muqsim deom ibn abaas that rasulullah saw said that do not raise tour hands 

apart from 6 places. So it is proven that the hadith is marfoo based on the riwaya of wakki as 

mentioned by zaylai. 

The answer to the third  issue is that the tradition from ibn umar is conflicted. Mujahid has 

narrated about the tark of it as mentioned in the matn with a saheeh sanad and also the fact 

that if a sahabi does an action which is in contrast to his narration then the validity of the 

narration is not accepted.  And this is also accorsingg to the fuqaha when he does an action 

opposite after narrating such and such. So this is not verified. 

And as for the fourth issue of ibn abi Layla as narrated bt hakm from muqsim from ibn abaas 

deom hakam from nafii from ibn umar – the first is mursal and the second is mutasil. And 

when a mursal is connected with a mutasil riwaya then it becomes a hujja according to 

everyone. As proven in usool. And aswell as this it has been reported from ataa ibn saaib 

from saeed ibn jubayr from ibn abaas in tabarani as mentioned. So the ahdith is mutasil from 

ibn abaas too. And others have said such as ahmad -0 we have not heard a hadith from 

muqsim except 5, and yahya bin maeen also counted . and tirmidhi narrates many hadith from 

muqsim and this is what has been mentioned in taqsim an nizam 

And as for the 5th what has been mentioned in bahrul raiq – that the intended meaning of 

don’t raise your hands is based on sunna muaakada and not total negation. This is because 

raising your hands is done at the time of dua and qunoot etc. and it is mustahab. As done by 

the muslims in all the areas. And as mentioned bt ayni in his sharh of hidaya and in bazlul 

majhood. 





 

And as for what has been mentioned in hidaya: and what is narrated about rafa is mahmool 

on the beginning as narrated from ibn Zubair RA – and zaylai has said it is ghareeb. And ibn 

jawzi has mentioned this in his tahqeeq. He says: the hanafis claim that raful yadain has been 

made mansookh based on two hadith – they narrate the first one from ibn abaas: that 

rasulullah saw used to raise his hands for erveytime he did rukoo and everytime he did rada, 

then he only did it in iftitah and left everything apart from it. And secondly what has been 

narrated through ibn Zubair that – he saw a man raising is hands from rukoo and he said: 

stop!  This is something rasulullah used to do then he left it. – and these two narrations are 

not known in origin and the only thing which is safeguarded from ibn Zubair and ibn abaas is 

opposite to this as abu Dawood has derbiced from maymun al mallo – that he saw ibn Zubair 

and prayed with him and gave indication with his hands when standing and when going into 

rukoo and when going into sujood. So he says: so I went to ibn abaas and informed him of 

this and he said: if you wish to see the salah of rasulullah then follow the prayer of ibn 

Zubair. And if this is authentic then it is not correct to attribute abrogation as the condition of 

making an abrogation is that you have a hadith more stronger than what is being made 

mansookh. 

We say: he did good by deducing what has been made abrogated by what we have presented 

before that the ahadith about raf have to also be understood with those that make it abrofated 

such as raf inda al raf and raful yadain from the prostration and inbetween themaetc. Hafiz 

Ibn Hajar mentions in his fathul bari that – tahawi narrates the hadith of ibn umar from nasr 



ibn ali from abdul aala with the words he would raise his hands from every prostration every 

rukoo every sujood every qiyam every qood and between the sujoods – and mentioned this is 

what the prophet pbuh would dothis riwayah is shaaz  

We say: the sukoot of hafiz regarding the men in tahawi denotes they are thiqaat. And 

combination of the two reports can be understood that he practised them at different times. 

Sometimes he did it all; at other times he left it. We don’t disregard any hadith at all 

Ibn Majah narrates in his sunan that Hisham narrates from amaar from rafda bin Quda’a 

al’asali from awazai from Abdullah bin ubayd bin umayr from juda ameer bin habeeb who 

said rasulullah used to raise his hands with every takbeer in the appointed salahs. All the 

people are thiqa apart from rafda ibn qudaa who is mukhtalifi fee. And hashim ibn umar has 

been said to be thiqa by some and other have said he is dhaeef.  As in tahzeeb and this is 

hasnul hadith. And ahmad has said the defect is that the hearing of Abdullah deom his dad 

ubayd is not known as mentioned  in tahzeeb.  

Anyway, the answer to all this is as mentioned before that rasulullah left raful yadain and it 

was originally done in places in sqalah. As mentioned by ibn masood, ali and there people 

and sideeq e akbar, umar ibn khatab, baraa ibn aazib and others ffrom the sahaba anad the 

tabieen which denotes it was a matrook. And the authentic chains have been proven and we 

have attested rigorous transmissions.  

 

It is narrated from shareek from yazeed ibn abi zaayad from abdurahman ibn abi lyala from 

bara ibn aazib thast rasulullah saw when beggiging salah would raise his hands to close to his 

ears and then would not reurn. (Abu Dawood ectracts this hadith) and it is also said – it is 

narrated from Abdullah ibn Muhammad al zuhri from sufyan from yazeed which is same to 

the hadith of shareek and the words he returned them were not mentioned. Sufyan says: say 

for us is in kufa after he did not return it. Abu Dawood says hushaym, khalid and ibn Idrees 

narrate this hadith and the wording ‘they did not return them’ is not mentioned. It is also 

mentioned from wakki from ibn abi Layla from his beother eesa from hakm from 



abdurahman ibn abi Layla from baraa ibn aazib that he said: ‘ I saw rasulullah saw raising his 

hands when beginning salah and he did not raise them both when returning. Abu Dawood 

says this hadith is not saheeb – however it is still hasan 

Abu Dawood discusses this hadith from two perspectives. Number 1) is what has been 

mentioned by sufyan that yazeed ibn abi ziyaad did not mention them words doo not reutn, 

and it has been mentioned in kufa after it was said. And number 2 is that hushaym and khalid 

and ibn Idrees did not mention thuma lam yaud from yazeed. As mentioned by shareek – the 

riwaya of shareek is shaaz and is in opposition to thiqqaaat. And the hadith is takalum fi in 

the hadith of waki as mentioned about ibn abi Layla who is Muhammad ibn Abdirahman 

And the answer to this is that yazeed ibn abi zauad is from the people of muslim and araba. 

And bukhari has narrated from him also and yaqub ibn sufyan says about him: yazeed, even 

if he is takalum fi for his change, nevertheless he remains as thiqa  

And this tadeel e Mufasar – for ahmad ibn salih and yaqub ibn sufyan. As for a mukhtaliq or 

mutaghayir, if there is someone to attest to their hadith then they can be relied upon. And the 

words – thumma lam yaud as derived by aby Dawood, tahawi, bayhaqi from wakki and both 

of which are trustworthy. – rather isa is trustrworthy and proven and he is stronger than 

yazeed without a doubt as mentioned in jawharun naqi 

And the words of abu Dawood saying that this hadith is not authentic does not harm us as 

Muhammad ibn abi layal, despite being disputed about, he is not less than yazeed rather like 

thim. Ajuli has praised him and said he is a faqih and a person of sunna, sudooq, accepted 

hadith and yaqib bin sufyan says he is thiqa and adl in hadiyh – despite a few maqaal as 

mentioned in tahzeeb – and tirmidhi has also graded the hadith hasan so we will accept this.  

As for the words of abu Dawood that hasheem and khalid and ibn Idrees did not hear from 

yazeed the words thumma lam yaud this is what has been mentioned by shareek. This does 

not conflict ehsy ibn adi has said in his kamil and what hashim shareek and a group with him 

have narrated from yazeed with this sanad and they say also thumma lam yaud. And 

daruqutni also derives this with a similar route from the riwaya of ismail ibn Zakariya from 

yazeed. And bayhaqi derives it in khilafiyat from nadhr bin shumayl from israeel who is ibn 

yunus ibn abi ishaq from yazeed as mentioned in jawhareun naqi and eeryoee agrees with the 

word thumma lam yauud. So therefore the hadith is hasan salih and can be relied upon. 

 



It is narrated from abu bakra who said muamal narrated who said sufyan narrated from 

mugheera who said I said to Ibrahim the hadith of wail ibn hujr – that he saw rasulullah when 

raising his hands and when going into rukoo and when raising his head from rukoo. So he 

said if wail saw rasullulah do it once, verily Abdullah ibn masood saw rasullah 50 times not 

do it. Tahawi narrates it. The sanad is all thiqaat except mumal ibn ismaeel who is mukhtalifi 

ifee. Some say he is thiqa whilst others say he is takalumu fihi. And it is in taqreeb that he is 

sudooq but is sii al hadith. And once he narrated from abu yusuf 9qadhi) from husayn from 

abdurahman and amar bin mura from nakhai and we have mentioned this before. 

The meaning of Ibrahim is that wail was someone who spent very little time with the prophet 

pbuh and ibn masood ra was someone who spent a long time. And wail did not pray except 

for a few salah unlike ibn masood who prayed many and experienced and witness several 

situations unlike wail so the prefertence is given to the narration of ibn masood. 

And faqih abu bakr ibn ishaq has criticised this by saying that raful yadain is proven from the 

prophet and then from the sahaba and then from the kkhulafa and tabieen and he believes that 

the forgetfulness of Abdullah ibn masood does not mean the rest of the companions did not 

see rasul raise his hands. As ibn masood had forgetten from the quran, the muwazataan, 

which was agreed upon by all the muslims after. Also had forfotten what the ulama had 

agreed upon in regards to its abrogation and left its application. And he had forgotten how 

two people should stand behind an imam and forgot how rasulullah prayed salatul subh at its 

time on eid day and forgot how nabi did jama in Arafat. And forgot how the prophet pbuh 

how placed his elbows on the ground in sujood and forgot how rasulullah read – wa ma 

khlaaqa zakara wal untha 

And if it is permissible for ibn masood to forget this in salah how is it that we can trust his 

word in raful yadayn – this has been narrated through bayhaqi and is mentioned in jawharun 

naqi 

So we answer: it seems that we cant rely on anything ibn masood has narrated based on what 

you have mentioned. We should hence remove all his hadith from the sahihayn. And we 

should remove his name from the hufaaz of ahadith. And the criticism has been refuted by 

zahabi as he regards him as a hafiz from amongst the sahaba and he has mentioned him in his 

tazkira. And counted him from amongst the huffaz and praised him as ‘ one of the 

companions and servants of the prophet pbuh – and from amongst the first sahaba and 

participants of badr. And from the noblest of fuqaha and qaris. He would be strict in reporting 

and his students would be particular when narrating wording. Hence the hadith mentioned are 

little in lumber and vast in words.  

And ibn amar ashaybani said – I would sit with ibn masud  



 

And huzaifa was asked who is the closest to rasulullulah ……….. it is Abdullah ibn masood 

 

If we were to say lets separate all his hadith and accept this and not accept that… what would 

be said? May allah have mercy on you! The difference has been made clear to us – why on 

earth would we disregard his ahadith due to the possibility of him forgetting? And why ownt 

we disregard all his hadith based on this one small possibility? If you were to say it is isolated 

on the issue of raful yadain then we would say this is a case without any proof – and we have 

proven from ali and umar what is supported with the view of ibn masood and we have not 

found anything  mentioned from uthman ra on the matter. So the view that raful yadain has 

been proven from khulafa ur rashideen thisa is not true. And as for the words of sahaba and 

tabieen – there are those sahaba who left it as mentioned. You have no proog and it is of the 

adab of those who reference the forgetting to say lam yablughu as the ulama have mentioned 

And as for the words that he forgot how to stand  when praying with aswad and alqama – ibn 

siren has answered this by saying this was in his house and his house was very small – 

therefore placed them on his sides 

And as for the words that he forgot that rasulullah prayed subh on eid day at its time this is 

not true as it is shown in bukhari that he prayed fajr bi – ghalas (earlier) and did not forget its 

time but prefferered not to pray in isfar and this is known as when it was tuloo – he said nabi 

did not pray any prayer on this day at this time apart from this prayer. 



And as for the statement he forgot in what the ulama had differed upon in terms of where to 

place the elbows etc – we say this is not his opinion as placing the elbows on ground is not 

according to ibn masood based on the riwaya in tbarani – we have been commanded to do 

sajdah on 6 body parts. The isnad is hasan except that there is ismail ibn amar al bajli who is 

mutakalim fi and thiqa according to ibn hibaan. And there is another riwaya of his that when 

one of you does sajdah don’t do it lying down or mutawirk. And the sanad is saheeh. How 

can it be the case that he said do sajda on elbow when he himself prohibited it. Tabarani also 

narrates from Abdullah ibn ziyad that it was narrated to me by those who saw ibn masood 

that – I saw him doing sajda and his armpits were showing. It is mentioned in majma al 

zawaid and it is attested to by the sahaba that it was the 6 parts and there was no placement of 

the elbows or ankles. So we wont accept anything that opposes this especially with that with 

problems in the isnad 

 

And it is in the muhtasib of ibn jnuna that he read zakara wal untha without a meem and this 

was the position of ali ibn masood and ibn abaas 

Abu darda says in the sahihayn – ibn masood wasn’t the only one who said this and we don’t 

believe he forgot how it was read by nabi sa. Rather he heard it a different way and 

implemented this (Jawharun naqi). 

As for what has been said that – he had forgotten from the quran from that what which the 

muslims had agrred upon – surah nas and surah falaq. In this, is that ibn masood did not 

forget them and did not deny them to be from allah and quran – and how can this be 

attributed to him. He attested to them being from the majestic miracles as were the surahs. 

Hwoever he did not agree with them being put into the mushaf as he believed they were to be 

recited for protection and not for general recitation. It is not from the correct adab to attribute  

this to a sahabi so this requires a refutation. 

The end:  



 

 

Shawkani says in his nayl – it is proven in the hadith of ibn umar from bayhaqi that rasulullah 

would raise his hands in takbeeratul ihram and in rukoo and in itidaal – this was the case of 

his salah till he met allah. 

And he says after narrating the hadith with the words of bukhari and muslim without addition 

– this salah remained until he met allah. Ali al madini says – this hadith is a proven to us 

upon everyone who hears it to act upon it and as there is nothin in its sanad. So it appears ali 

al madini attests to the authenticity of the addition which has been mentioned by bayhaqi and 

that it is proven from rasulullah with this and the sanad – however this is a mistake. Rather 

the words of ali al madini return to the hadith with the words bukhari and muslim have 

mentioned. And there is no doubt in the authenticity of its chain and its emptiness from any 

defects! Yes, we have words with us with meanings which oppoise the athar ofg ibn umar in 

this just like we have mentioned beforte. And as for the addition which has been mentioned 

by bayhaqi, this is nothing in essence – rather it is as though it is fabricated. Zaylai looked for 

a sanad for it and said: and they try to remove the accusation of abrogation by presenting 

what bayhaqi has narrated in his sunnan from hasan ibn Abdullah bin hamdan from isma ibn 

Muhammad al Ansari from musa ibn aqaba from nafi from ibn umar – that rasulullah when 

he used to begin salah he woud raise his hands and when going into rukoo and when raising 

his head from rukoo and he did not used to do this in sujood. And this remained this way till 

he met alllaah. 

It is narrated from abi Abdullah hafiz jaafar bin Muhammad bin nasr from Abdullah bin 

Quraysh bin khuazayma al harawi from Abdullah bin ahmad al dajmahi from hasan from 



abdurhamn bin Quraysh who accused sulaymani of wada ul hadith as mentnioend in lisaan 

and nobody has attested for him  

And as for isman bin Muhammad al ansary – abu hatim said laysa biqawi 

Yahya bin maeen says he is kazaab yadaul hadith 

Uqayli says he would narrate the bawateel from the thiqa 

And daruqutni and others have said he is matruk 

Ibn adi said he is ghair mahfuz – la hujata fi  

And there is no basis of denying the naskh on this. This addition is false 

 

Allah knows best 


